Geometric form of a suspension bridge that uses load-sensitive cables takes on not only resisting loads but also becoming a visually sensible shillouette. This study has proposed a preliminary structural form planning for a suspension bridge following force flow by adopting the two possibilities of the graphic statics. First, the force polygon allows alternative load paths for the same loading condition. Second, a new structural form for the newly developed load path can be constructed using the reciprocal principle that exits between a structure space and the corresponding force polygon. Major structural form parameters that affect both structural and aesthetic aspecs are first identified. The relationships between structural forms and the corresponding force polygons are then investigated for the identified parameters. Upon the investigation, a stepwise process is developed for a preliminary structural form planning for a suspension bridge. The proposed structural form planning method is general that can be easily expanded to generate design alternatives of similar form-active structural systems. It is also expected that this method will be used as an educational tool to explain the interrelationships between structural forms and their force flows.
구조형태와 힘다각형

상반원리
현수교의 힘의 배열
Step 1: Problem definition
Define problem statement in a structural space. Upon the determination of a total load and hanger numbers, the load distribution for each hanger is completed. Note that a sag ratio is not determined yet.
Structure Space
Step 2: Construction of Force Polygon for the toal load
Define a scale factor and draw the scaled total load. Then locate a pole location considering a closing line and horizontal force to be determined. When determining the horizontal, design factors including the soil condition, loading magnitude and sga ratio are all considered together. In an early stage of design, the following equation is generally used: Project paralle lines of the pole rays into the structure space. Note that the sequence about projecting the pole rays must be kept in consistence with the seguence used in arranging the hanger loads in constructing the force polygon.
Step 3: Drawing of pole rays With reference to the closing line, hanger forces are arranged. Then pole rays are drawn by connecting the pole and hanger load points. Step
Force Polygon
현수교의 초기 형태계획
5: Completion of Structural Form
Complete the structural form by adding back stays and anchorage shapes.
Structure Space
Step 6: Completion of Force Polygon Add the lines parallel lines to the back stays and the anchorage shapes defined in the structure space.
Force Polygon
Step 7: Generation of design alternatives Generate various design alternatives by performing parametric simulation. Whenever a structural shape is changed, the corresponding force polygon is concurrently constructed. 
